
B-STOCK CASE STUDY

Developing a B2B Sales Channel 
for Returned Appliances Drives 
Efficiency for Fortune 500 Home 
Improvement Retailer



THE SOLUTION

B-Stock launched a branded, private B2B liquidation 

marketplace for the retailer, enabling large numbers 

of approved business buyers from across the U.S. to 

bid directly on truckload-sized quantities of inventory 

via competitive online auctions. Through its private 

marketplace, the retailer has gained full control over 

who can buy the merchandise and how it’s sold. 

This approach ensures that customer returns and 

overstock enter the secondary market via a measures 

and transparent process.

Over time, B-Stock helped the retailer implement 

auction strategies to maximize recovery, including:

• Optimizing lot sizes to match demand

• Implementing category-specific marketing 

campaigns to drive the right buyers to the 

marketplace

THE CHALLENGE

A Fortune 500 home improvement retailer was 

experiencing an increase in customer-returned 

appliances. The items—name-brand washers, dryers, 

ranges and refrigerators, and more—were being 

put back on the sales floor and offered directly to 

consumers at deeply discounted prices.

Over time, the retailer noticed that products 

had begun to come back with visible damage. 

Not wanting to risk hurting its reputation or set 

expectations for rock-bottom A-stock pricing, the 

business began looking for a fresh remarketing 

solution.

In need of a solution that could maintain high 

recovery numbers for the growing amounts of 

returned, damaged and overstock appliances, 

the retailer turned to B-Stock with the following 

requirements:

• Develop a broad base of buyers interested in 

purchasing bulk quantities of appliances of all 

conditions

• Protect the retailer’s brand reputation while 

moving inventory into the secondary market

• Move out the inventory as quickly as possible to 

free up warehouse space

• Improve upon the efficiency and recovery rate of 

existing inventory strategies

1000s
of new buyers

42%
increase in recovery 

due to lot optimization

100%
brand control

QUICK FACTS



ABOUT B-STOCK SOLUTIONS

B-Stock operates the world’s largest network of B2B marketplaces 

for returned, scratch-and-dent, salvage, and excess appliances. 

Our platform connects major manufacturers and retailers directly 

to vetted secondary market buyers around the globe.

Our account management team is made up of industry experts 

who provide daily support and auction strategy to maximize 

recovery on your unsold appliances while protecting you brand. 

To learn how we can help, contact us today.

THE RESULTS

Within a few days of launching its B2B liquidation 

marketplace, the retailer had nearly 1,000 registered 

buyers competing for truckload-size quantities of its 

returned and overstock appliances. The ability to move 

bulk lots of merchandise directly into the secondary 

market freed up warehouse space and saved time 

spent processing individual items back onto the 

floor. Ongoing demand generation campaigns have 

continued to drive qualified buyers to the marketplace, 

providing a steady stream of new registrants each 

month.

A key driver of new buyer registrations, increased bid 

activity, and, ultimately, higher recovery over time, was 

adjusting lot size to match buyer demand.

After analyzing buyer behavior data, it became clear 

that by only selling truckload-sized lots, the retailer 

had been inadvertently excluding an entire group 

of potential buyers. Due to unweildy lot sizes and 

higher per-lot cost, many smaller operations were 

unable to participate in auctions, so B-Stock’s team of 

marketplace experts recommended sizing down the 

lots. As a result, recovery jumped 42% between the 

first and second quarters of the partnership.

By establishing an automated, web-based program for 

bulk quantities of its returned and overstock appliances, 

the retailer has eliminated the manual tasks associated 

with remarketing inventory back into the primary sales 

channel. What’s more, it no longer needs to risk its 

hard-earned reputation by selling damaged goods at 

bargain prices.

As the retailer’s marketplace matures, B-Stock 

continues using data-backed best practices to increase 

recovery rates. These includes improved product 

descriptions and sorting lots more accurately by 

product category and condition.
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CONTACT B-STOCK

Ready to optimize your liquidation strategy? 
Contact us to learn how we can help.

https://bstock.com/sellers/enterprise/
https://bstock.com/sellers/enterprise/

